Data analytics and new technologies are becoming an integral part of quantitative finance. On November 13th, join the Cornell community and industry experts from different sectors and industries as we discuss the transformative impact of AI on asset management.

Please RSVP by November 8: [https://cornell.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_797drP9o9usNQG1](https://cornell.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_797drP9o9usNQG1)

**Tuesday, November 13th at CornellTech**

*No video recording or reporting will be allowed at the event. Thank you for your understanding*

5:00pm: Attendee Gathering at CornellTech (Bloomberg Center)
5:45pm: Welcoming Remarks by Victoria Averbukh, CFEM Director
6:00pm: “Impact of AI and New Technologies on Asset Management”

**Moderator:**

**Ross Garon**
Managing Director at Point72 Asset Management, L.P., and the Head of Cubist Systematic Strategies, LLC

**Panelists:**

**Peg DiOrio, CFA**
Head of Quantitative Equity, Voya Investment Management

**Jason Gerstein**
Head of Quantitative Trading Pipeline, Tudor Investment Corporation

**Javed Jussa**
Director of Quantitative Research, Wolfe Research

**Marcos Lopez de Prado, PhD**
Principal, Head of Machine Learning, AQR Capital Management

**Giuseppe Paleologo, PhD**
Head of Enterprise Risk, Millennium Management

**Adrian Sisser**
Seven Eight Capital, Founding Partner

7:00pm: Reception

*Directions to CFEM at CornellTech on Roosevelt Island: Take the Tram or the F train to Roosevelt Island; walk to the left along the East River until you see a new modern-looking building, the Bloomberg Center. Please plan on arriving early to get through security.*